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1. Introduction
The basis of any considerations regarding reinforced concrete construc

tions is an experiment. Experiments are necessary at both stages: disco
vering the viay the elements or structures work and adapting theoretical 
methods to their practical usage.

In view of thousands of available worldwide results of reinforced con
crete elements tests it seems, that the simplest way would be to use exis
ting results. However, because of the unique character of these tests, it 
is not always possible to use the results ( in experimental sense ) for dif
ferent elements, and we are constantly forced to conduct new experiments. 
This leads to large financial and time efforts ana is connected with a 
lot of problems, especially in case of statically indeterminate reinfor
ced concrete elements.

Thus, according to current tendencies (1), new methods for experimental 
testing are being developed. Among other things, work leading to an impro
vement of theoretical moraent-curvature relationship is following that 
trend. It is important to artificially create conditions similar to the 
ones, in which actual tests have been conducted, by introducing dinentIo
na 1 end material inaccuracy [2, 31 and loads [4] as random variables.

Efforts are being made at Gliwice Research Centre to increase the 
number of experimental tests, and they follow a different direction.

They consist on connection of the results, obtained from tests on 
small fragments of the construction, with a suitable calculating method.
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Tests refex to one-way reinforced isostatic slabs 15, 6], hyperstatic 
slabs 15, 7] and to precast wall structures 16, 9]. In this paper the 
essence of proposed way of testing reinforced concrete element and struc-

jktures is presented, together with chosen examples, of its practical 
usage.

2. The essence of the method
2.1. General description

The way of increasing the number of experimental tests described below, 
is based on independent testing of adequately chosen parts of an element 
or structure and subsequently integrating them mathematically, using a 
computer. The basis of this method is the knowledge of deformation charac
teristics of element or structure parts, selected in such a way, that all 
the material, geometrical and resistance-deformation characteristics 
remain unchanged within each part. Parts definedlas above can be combined 
together in different configurations, therefore it is possible to test 
the entire family of elemnts different span, reinforcement varying or. 
the length, free combination of the loads or structures different types 
of joints, varying reinforcement and floor slab span .

For example, a floor slab, which is a fragment of a wall structure 
fig.1 , consists of three parts, differing in the amount of reinforce

ment . a different percentage of tensile reinforcement in the supports 
and in the span . Each one of these parts has a different deformation 
characteristic, comprising the entire range of loads.

In case of a slab shown on fig.1, certain deformation characteristics 
a.re described by non-linear moment-curvature relationship.

Also the joints (T) and ( 2̂) regardless of the obvious fact, that one 
is an external and the other an internal joint can be constructed 
entirely differently. This is fully reflected by joint deformation cha 
racteristic) , describing the non-linear relation between the fixing
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Fig.1. Fragment of a wall structure - assumptions of presented 
method

moment and mutual angle of rotation of joined floor and wall slabs (fig. 1).
In the example discussed here, a linear moment-curvanture relationship 

was accepted for wall structures, relating to assumed level of vertical 
loads.

In the presented method of construction testing, combining of indivi
dual fragments of given element or structure is performed mathematically. 
As the procedure discussed here is equivalent to direct testing, it is 
valid only for precisely described types of constructions. It refers 
only to those element, for which it possible to obtain, by testing, the 
mean acting curvature, reliable for any, freely chosen level of loads.

All hinds of wall structures and slabs (reinforced concrete and 
prestressec slabs, solid and hollow-core ¡slabs ) fulfil above 
conditions.



2 .2. One-way reinforced isostatic and hyperstatic slabs
Having .in view a practical usage of the procedure described above,the 

curvature of one-way reinforced solid slabs was obtained, basing an 
suitably large measuring area, for which the mean surface deformations 
15» 63 nan be assumed.

The values of an acting curvature (1/r ̂  were assigned for increasing 
values of an acting bending moment M^.

Based on the moment-curvature relationship, being a set Of data pairs

i Mi t W r )  A } <1)

assigned for specific structures "* , relations of bending moment and
rigidity were obtained, also in a form of data pairs

I Mi » Bi I (2)
The internal forces values and displacements of isostatic and hyper

static slabs were obtaiined by numerical calculations, using the data set 
<2 ).

The necessary condition, while meving from the tested slabs to freely 
loaded isostatic or hyperstatic slabs, was to assumpt, that identical 
deformation characteristics exist between them.

Practically, the above assumption means, that any analysed slab 
consists of parts, e.acb having the identical deformation characteristics, 
as tested slabs of a given type (see table 1). In consequence, on eacb 
fragment of tbe calculated slab, certain relations, obtained experimen
tally, are assumed.

Continuous slabs were calculated, using tbe iterative method, oy 
suitably adopted PROBUS system. A new procedure, called MOSUS - fig.2b, 
was added, and it containes:
- modification of structure rigidity,
- changes of loads,
-.modification of statical schemes (see fig.2a}.
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Pig. 2. Flow-chart of M0SU5 procedure and its localisation in 
PROBUS system

The structure rigidity modification was performed for each i-level of 
load, and the movement to an (i+1)-level was done automatically (after 
achieving the compatibility between bending moment and its bending, 
rigidity) at previously given increment of load (AQ or Aq).
The. attainment of the value greeter than the ultimate moment value i.



{see f ig4—6}, in the first critical cross-section (both span or support), 
was the reason for an automatic searching of load, which caused the 
appearance of the moment equal to ultimate moment in this cross-section. 
After finding this load value, a joint was automatically "brought into the 
critical cross-section, and the modification ofsetatical scheme had taken 
place.

Afterwards, a (n-1) statically indeterminate structure was calculated, 
under a pair of moments Hu with opposite signs, acting in the first 
cross-section, in which plastic hinge occured, and under the increasing 
external load of given type. The procedure was used until the structure 
changed into kinematiely acceptable mechanism. The load, connected with 
this phenomenon, was called the limit load (q^, Q^).

2.3. Precast wall structure
The presented method of constructions testing can be useful for analy

sing of multispan and multistorey wall structure, under an instantaneous 
load (fig.3 ). In that case (see chapter 2.1 ) the knowledge of deformation

characteristics, obtained by an 
experiment, is necessary. Above 
refers to the characteristics of:
- floor slabs,
- wall slabs,
- joints internal and external . 

Basing on that set of characte
ristics, and using a specially 
created computer program, a set 0? 
computational curves (see chapter 
4.2) was obtained, enabling to 
observe the structure work in an

entire range of loads: starting with elastic state, through cracking state 
and up to plastic hinges apperance state.

Because of previously deteimined range of this paper, mere details are 
not described. The detailed description of:
- structure behaviour under increasing values of load q. (fixing moment
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at the supports, deflection of floor slabs, etc),
- structure failure character, which is the definition of order, in 

which plastic hinges occur, 
can be found in [91.

3. Experimental material
All types of deformation characteristics, mentioned in chapter 2.1, 

were obtained by experiment.
The deformation characteristics of slabs were determined by examining 

the one-way reinforced, sinrply-supported slabs, under pure bending. The 
investigations were conducted in a precisely described way, enabling one 
to get mean curvature (mean of suitably large measured surface), varying 
with the increase of loads [51.

Table 1 represents the data set, which refers to those slabs (structu
res), whose deformation characteristics are used in the following part 
of the paper (chapter 4).

TABLE 1
T Y PE
OF

S L A B S

N U M B ER
OF

S L A B S

POSITION OF R E IN FO R C EM E N T  
DURING S L A B S ’ FO R M IN G

PERCENTAGE OF 
REINFORCEMENT

B
As_! .... Asr 0,36 0.13

As IT" " ' 7-hAs
_________ .. 0.« 0,19

D ’ A s _ y ......... _ As 0,19 0,42

AsJ .... A's/
A's_7 ,_ Ag/

0,81 0,42

E ’ 0,42 0.81
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Fig.4. Moment-curvature relationship 
obtained by testing the slabs 
of type B (reinforced with a 
ribbed steel)

Fig. 4 shows an experimental 
moment-curvature relationship, 
obtained for slabs reinforced 
with a ribbed steel, and fig.5 
ana 6 show the sane relation
ship, obtained for slabs rein
forced with a smooth steel.

The deformation characte
ristic of Joint was developed 
from tests', realised on parts 
of horizontal Joints, with a 
constant value of vertical 
loads acting on the walls. The 
results of mutual rotational 
angle of wall slabs and floor
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Fig.5* Moment-curvature relationship obtained by testing the slabs 
a) of type E, b) of type E (reinforced with a smooth steel)
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Big. 6. Moment-curvature relationship obtained by testing the slabs
a) of type D , b ) of type D (reinforced with a smooth steel)

slabs were taken, while the loads of floor slab fragments were increasing 
gradually.

The above testings represent the development of the idea of investi
gations of slabs joints, conducted at the Centre for Building Systems 
Research and Development in Warsaw, and directed by B.Lewicki (10).

Two different types of horizontal joints were tested: the first one 
was a simply—supported floor slab, while the second one was a continuous 
joint of slabs.

Big. 7 shows four characteristics of internal joint and two characte
ristics of external joint, obtained from available experimental material.

The proposed method of construction testing was veryfied by comparing 
measured and calculated deflection values. The veryfication was perfor
med for simply-supported solid slabs, reinforced both with smooth and 
ribbed steell5,oJ,and also for hollow—core slabs, prestressed by using 
thermal method ( elactroheat). A mean relative error (calculated for a 
whole range of loads) was ssL.5% in case of reinforced slabs ( in a 
range from 1 to 10%), and ~ S %  for prestressed slabs.
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Fig.?. Deformation characteristics obtained by testing the 
internal joints ( WAE-1 - WAK-4) and external joints 
< ZAH-1 - ZAIT-2 )

4. Chosen examples of using the experimental-conputationai method of 
structure testing

4.1. Eyperstatic slabs
The way of slabs testing, presented in chapter 2, was used to analyse 

the -behaviour of three-span slabs (fig. 10) and slabs fixed at both ends 
(fig.6, 9-f.11.')» Bhe slabs consisted of parts, each having the identical 
deformation characteristics as the ones, obtained by testing (for slabs 
listed in table 1).

One of the most important factors, which have a decisive influence on 
moments redistribution value in reinforced concrete structures, is 
"compatibility" of the reinforcement. A known fact is, that any departure 
from the amount of reinforcement, calculated on basis of linear structure 
analysis 111], leads to rearrangement of bending moments (moment



redistribution). Despite the fact, that the influence of that factor 
appears on each figure * , two of them deserve more attention.
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Fig. 8. A slab fixed at both ends - insufficient amount of reinforcement 
in the support cross-sections a) slab reinforcement, b) moments 
redistribution

* Marks on fig. B-rH: points - the values of bending moments numerical
ly calculated, broken line - probable path of moments between points, 
full line - the values obtained from linear structure analysis .



Fig.9- A slab fixed at both ends - insufficient amount of reinforcement 
in the span cross-section a) slat reinforcement, b) moments 
redistribution

Fig.8 and 9 show the slabs with an equal, total amount 
on supports and span /0,5 + ^  = const/.

In the first slab (fig. 8) there was an insufficient 
cement in the support area, and here the first plastic 
port A ) and the second plastic hinge ( Ilh - support B ) 
shows the slab, for which the plastic hinge occured at

of reinforcement

amount of re inf or-
hinge ( Ih — sup- 
oocured. Fig. 9 
the span

18 —  

16 —  

14--



cross-section first, ana then subsequently at both support cross-sections.
According to theoretical considerations, for both slabs described 

above, the sane value of limit load ( Qj* ) was obtained.
It is known, that in reinforced concrete constructions a full 

redistribution of e aments can be expected, if certain limitations are 
observed'. They refer to the degree of departure from the elastic state 
[12] and the value of reinforcement percentage quotient in critical 
cross-section [131. Despite adhering to the above mentioned limitations, 
in a three-span slab (shown in fig. 10), reinforced in an arbitrary way, 
there was no complete redistribution throughout the entire structure.. It 
seems this observed destruction phenomenon occurs in the part of
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Fig.10. Moments redistribution in three-span slabs; a) middle span 
failure, b) extreme spans failure



Fig. 11. Moments redistribution in a slab fixed at both ends: a) reinfor
ced with a ribbed steel , b) reinforced with a smooth steel

The presented experimental-computational method of testing cne-vray 
reinforced continuous slabs appeared to be completely suitable for 
analysing their behaviour, in the range of instantaneous loads, increasing 
to the point of destructure. It is considered, that this method can he 
accepted as equivalent to testing of presented above slabs.

a structure before reaching load capacity in all cross-sections,and is 
the most frequent cause of destruction of the continuous reinforced 
concrete structures, with more than two spans. There is always a complete 
redistribution in two-span structures (according to existing studies).

Fig.11 shows the effect of the type of reinforcing steel cn moments 
redistribution. The reinforcement was selected in a way to receive the 
same value of reinforcement percentage quotient in critical cross- 
—sections. The type of changes of the bending moments in slabs, reinfor- 
ced both with ribbed (fig. 11a) and smooth (fig.11b) steel in the entire 
range of loads, appeared to be very similar. Ribbed steel proved to be 
fully suitable in view of the possibility of the redistribution 
phenomenon appearance.

a) b)

M* -*-B M ~ -* D



4.2. Precast wall structure
The experimental-computational method for modelling the behaviour of 

procast wail structure, was used to present the influence of different 
deforration characteristics of horizontal joint on the structure work, 
under instantaneous load. The analysis of an external span of the 
structure, while having (fig.1):
- the non-linear deformation characteristic for each slab cross-section,
- the ncn-linear deformation characteristic of the joint is shown belov,.

Four deformation characteristics of an internal joint and two defor
mation characteristics of an external joint (.fig.7) were used for 
further considerations. Two types of floor slabs were analysed, both 
reinforced with a smooth steel, but with a different percentage of 
aeinforcement: a slab ST-I (fig.12a) , a slab 8T-III(fig.13a) .
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Fig.12. Analysis of wall structure work - simply supported floor 
slabs in an internal joint
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Fig. 13. Analysis of wall structure v ork - continuous joint of slsbs 
in an internal joint

The aim was to observe the behaviour of a structure shown on fig. 1, 
Tihile keeping the above mentioned assumptions. For this reason it wes 
assumed, that precisely described conditions are there in an internal 
joint, and they determine the behaviour of an external joint (see [9] - 
an external joint).

In case of slab ST—I {fig, 12a), mounted within the structure {fig. 1), 
the above conditions are described with WAR-1 and WAR-2 characteristics 
(fig.7). If a slab ST-III(fig.15a) is mounted - these conditions are 
described vjith WAR—3 and WAH-4 characteristics (fig.7).

Fig.12b and 13b show an influence of different deformation characte
ristics on the structure behaviour.

Computational curves (see (91), calculated for three values of load 
li (4.95 , 8.627 , 11,481 kR/m ) ere drawn with a dotted line. Each of



these curves represents a set of values: fixing moment - angle of rot"- 
tion, which, can occur in an external joint, for precisely describee 
conditions in an internal joint.

According' to the condition cf fiefcreational compatibility (at the
supports), problem solution sought is the intersection point of the yivir, 
err: riaental curve { ZAR-1 or ZAR-2) with the computational curve.

For piven- type cf a floor slab, the paths and character of computatio
nal curves for an external.joint, change together with the chirrs of 
conditions in an internal joint.

Per e-carole: for the conditions existing in the external joint, 
desribod by ZAP-1 'characteristic, the load on the floor slabs can reach 
the lue of a = 11,401. kK/o only in case, when conditions described 
■vitih 7AJT—' curve occur in the internal joint. The above value canrct be 
re"c'-s-d if the conditions described with WA1C-1 curve exist in the ■ ir ter
ns 1 joint (fig. h).

In esse of or- internal continuous joint of floor slabs, the work cf 
the construction is entirely different ("VAR-5 and WAR-4, characteristics): 
we are far away fro» the construction failure for the sane characteristic 
of t-e external joint (ZAT-l), and the load = 11,461 fcK/a (fig.13b). 
The'conrtruovion failure occurs, while the linit curve (q^) intersects 
she .experimental curve ( ZAR-1 or ZAK-2) - fig. 12b.and 1Jb.

It is considered, that presented above method of constructions work 
modelling can be accepted as equivalent to testing of analysed'construc
tions.
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EXPSRIMETAL - COKHJTATIOHAl METHOD OE RE UNFORCED COHCRETE 
COKSTRUCTICNS TESTIKG

Summary

The presented method of constructions testing is based on simple 
tests of adequately selected fragments of an element or structure, ana 
subsequently integrating them mathematically. The connection of indepen
dent testing with a suitable computational method (using a computer) 
enables one to test the entire family of elements (different span, rein
forcement varying on the length, free combination of loads ) or structu
res. The application of the method is shorn in various examples (chap
ter 4).

Key v.ords: reinforced concrete structures, wall and floor slabs,
internal and external joints, experimental and computational 

method, deflection, plastic hinge, moment-curvature rela
tionship, deformation characteristic, limit loads, stete of 
failure

DOiVIADCZALNO-OBLICZENIOVA METODA BADANIA KONSTRUKCJI 

ŻELBETOWYCH

Streszczenie

V  p r a c y  p r z e d s ta w io n o  p ew ien  s p o s ó b  z w ie lo k r o tn ie n ia  badart dośw iadczał"  

nych, p o le g a ją c y  na n ie za leżn y m  badaniu odpow iednio d obran ych  fragm en tó w  

e le m e n tu  lub u s t r o j u ,  a  n a s tę p n ie  ic h  s c a le n iu  m eto d ą  rachunkow ą.

Pol ą c z e n ie  wyników n ie z a le ż n y c h  badan z  od pow iedn ią m eto d ą o b licze ń  

< p rzy u ży ciu  k o m p u te r a ) um ożliw ia zb a d a n ie  c a l  e j  ro d z in y  elem entów  Cróżne  

r o z p ię t o ś c i ,  zm ien n e na d łu g o ś c i z b r o je n ie ,  dowolna kom bin acja ob ciąże ń  do

r a ź n y c h )  lub u s tr o jó w .

P r a k ty c z n e  w y k o r z y s ta n ie  p ro p o n o w an ej m etod y bad an ia k o n s tr u k c ji z ilu 

s tr o w a n o  licznym i p r z y k l adami d o ty c z ą c y m i p l y t  c ią g i  ych o r a z  u s tr o jó w  

Ś c ia n o w y c h .
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3KCaiEPMMEHTAJIbH0-PACHETHUH HETOÄ MCnbfTAHMfl 
JEJE30BET0HH0W tOHCTPYKUMM

PeaiOMe

Ç p a ó o re  npescTaBJieH Heros noBTopaioniKxca 3KcnepMMeHTa.nbHboc mctiwts h mh , 

KOTOpbiÄ COCTOMT B HesaBHCHMOM MCTTbITaHMM COOTBeTCTByiOIHKM OÓpa 30M irOAOÓpaK- 

HbOC ®parttBHTOB 3 JieMBHTOB MJIM CHCTeil, a 3aTeH MX OÖbeSMHeHHe paCMeTHbIM 

MBTOÄOM.

OÖBeziMHeHMe peayjibTaroB He3aBMCMHbix MCOJiesoBaHHM c cooTBeTCTBywnM« 
p a C H e T H b «  n e r O / I O M  Ce H CTTOJlb 3 0 B a K M e M  KOM TTbÍOTepaD 1 T O 3 B O JTSieT M C C J i e S O B a T b  

aejibiM p a s  ejieMeHTOB Cpa3JiHMHbin pa3M ax. nepeneH H aa no sJiMHe a p n a r y p a ,  
npoM3BoabHaa KOMÖHHauHü BpeneHHbOc H arpy3oiO  hjim cHCTeM.

flpaKTMMecKoe Hcnojib 30BaHHe npesjiaraeMoro neTosa HCCJiesoBaHHa »eae30- 

óeTOHHO* KOHCTpyxaiMM npOMJl JIKXZ TpHpOB aHO MHOr OMMC JieHKblHM npMMepaMM S J i a  

Hepa3pe3Hbix ttjim t m CTemiux CMCTeti.


